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Abstract
The optimistic latency of Byzantine Paxos can be reduced from three communication steps to two, without using public-key cryptography. This is done by making
a decision when more than (n + 3f )/2 acceptors report to have received the same
proposal from the leader, with n being the total number of acceptors and f the
number of the faulty ones. No further improvement in latency is possible, because
every Consensus algorithm must take at least two steps even in benign settings.
Moreover, if the leader is correct, our protocol achieves the latency of at most three
steps, even if some other processes fail. These two properties make this the fastest
Byzantine agreement protocol proposed so far.
By running many instances of this algorithm in parallel, we can implement Vector
Consensus and Byzantine Atomic Broadcast in two and three steps, respectively,
which is two steps faster than any other known algorithm.
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Introduction

Consider a distributed system with many independent processes. In the Consensus problem [2, 18], all correct processes are expected to eventually decide on the same value,
proposed by one of the processes. Uniform Consensus is a stronger variant of the problem, where the decisions made by all processes (including the faulty ones) must be the
same. Keidar and Rajsbaum [11] proved that any Uniform Consensus algorithm needs at
least two communication steps to decide, even if there are no failures.
For the asynchronous crash-stop model, where processes can fail only by crashing,
there are several known algorithms that meet this lower bound [10, 14, 20]. This paper
presents an algorithm that achieves this bound in the asynchronous Byzantine model,
where faulty processes can exhibit arbitrary behaviour.
Paxos [14] is one of the algorithms achieving the two-steps latency in the crash-stop
model. To deal with malicious participants, two solutions have been proposed. Attiya and
Bar-Or [1] use unmodified Paxos with emulated robust shared memory, which requires
eight communication steps in failure-free runs. The other method, designing a Byzantine
version of Paxos, was first proposed by Castro and Liskov [5] and then generalized by
Lampson [17]. It not only achieves three communication steps in optimistic settings, but
also does so without public-key cryptography in failure-free runs.
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Figure 1: Comparison of several Byzantine agreement algorithms [7]. Latency is given for
two scenarios: with all processes correct and with the current leader correct. The “—”
denotes that the algorithm handles the latter scenario pessimistically. The last column
states whether public-key cryptography is used in failure-free runs.
In this paper, we present an improved version of this algorithm, which takes only
two communication steps to decide in failure-free runs. It is the first Byzantine version
of Paxos to achieve this early-deciding property. (The existence of such an algorithm
was suggested by Lamport [16].) Similarly to the original algorithm [5], we do not use
public-key cryptography in failure-free runs. In runs with failures, our algorithm may be
used with or without public-key cryptography, depending on which of the two variants
presented in this paper is used.
Several non-Paxos-based Byzantine agreement protocols have been proposed [8, 9, 12,
19]. They all require at least four communication steps in failure-free runs, which is
two more than our algorithm (Figure 1). The only exception is the optimistic Byzantine
agreement algorithm by Kursawe [13], which also takes only two communication steps to
decide in failure-free runs. However, if any of the processes has failed, a new pessimistic
Byzantine agreement protocol must be started. On the other hand, our algorithm needs
only one more communication step in such circumstances, provided that the leader is
correct.
The Validity property ensured by the algorithm from [13] is too weak to implement
other useful abstractions such as Atomic Broadcast [8]. The Validity property offered
by our algorithm is stronger and enables us to implement Vector Consensus [8] with no
additional message delay. This abstraction can in turn be used to construct an Atomic
Broadcast protocol that requires only one additional communication step [8].
Independently of this work, Vulovic et al. [22] have recently discovered a similar improvement to the original Byzantine Paxos algorithm [5]. However, their algorithm can
avoid using public-key cryptography only if more than n+3f
acceptors are correct.
2
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 describes the system model
and formally states the Byzantine Consensus problem. Section 3 introduces the notation.
The algorithm is presented in Section 4 and is used in Section 5 to implement fast Vector
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Symbol

Description

a, b, c, . . .
v, w
x, y
r, s, t
V, U

Acceptors (c for correct acceptors)
Elements of V
Elements of V ∪ {⊥}
Round numbers (s < r)
Set variables

Figure 2: Conventional variable names used in the paper
Symbol Description
pr
n
f

Proposer for round r
Number of acceptors, n = |A|
Upper bound on the number of faulty acceptors,

V
P
A
C
F
S

Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

of
of
of
of
of
of

all
all
all
all
all
all

values.
processes.
acceptors, |A| = |C| + |F| = n.
correct acceptors, |C| ≥ n − f .
faulty acceptors, |F| ≤ f .
round numbers s < r, that is, S = { s : s < r }.

Figure 3: Symbols used in the paper
Consensus [8] and thus Atomic Broadcast for Byzantine settings. Section 6 provides a
short summary and shows some possible directions of future research. The appendices
contain a formal proof of the correctness of our algorithm.

2

System model and problem statement

The system consists of a (possibly infinite) set P of processes, which communicate using
authenticated asynchronous channels. Processes can be either correct or faulty. It is normally assumed that only correct processes behave according to the specification, whereas
the faulty ones can exhibit an arbitrary behaviour. In this paper, however, we will consider a model in which all processes behave according to the specification, but channels
from faulty processes do not offer any guarantees; they can create, modify, and lose any
number of messages. Although these two models are equivalent, the latter one makes
proving and reasoning much easier. Also, since all processes are “internally correct”, it
allows us to solve the Uniform Consensus problem. Since Uniform Consensus restricts
the behaviour of all processes (including the maliciously faulty ones), it is impossible to
implement it in a model with “internally faulty” processes.
Processes belong to two, not necessarily distinct, classes: proposers and acceptors.
The algorithm consists of many rounds r; in each of them, the proposer pr responsible for
this round issues a proposal and sends it to the acceptors, who try to make it a decision.
If the first round fails, then the second one is started, then the third, and so on. The
proposers for different rounds are not necessarily distinct. The proposer p1 of the first
5

round is called the leader. This is because in normal, failure-free runs, p1 will propose a
value, which will become the decision, and no other rounds will be started. We denote
the set of all proposable values by V.
The set A of acceptors consists of exactly n processes, whose task is to decide on the
value proposed by the proposer. We denote the set of correct acceptors by C and the
set of faulty acceptors by F. Although the algorithm does not have access to the sets C
and F (i.e., it does not know which acceptors are correct), we introduce these two sets
because of their usefulness in proofs.
As a convention, we use a, b, . . . for acceptors (c for correct ones), p for proposers, v
and w for values, V and U for set variables (Section 3.2), and r, s, t for round numbers.
We use round numbers as superscripts and process names as subscripts (round proposers
pr are the only exception). Figures 2 and 3 summarize the use of symbols and conventions.
For safety properties, we assume that channels from correct processes cannot create
or distort messages. We also assume that at most f acceptors are faulty (|F| ≤ f ). For
liveness properties, we make the following additional assumptions. Firstly, for infinitely
many round numbers r, the proposer pr is correct (recall that these pr are not necessarily
different). Secondly, all channels from correct processes are reliable, that is, all messages
sent will eventually be received. Third, these channels will eventually be timely, that is,
their transmission latency will, from some point onwards, be smaller than some parameter d. A run in which all processes are correct and the network is always timely is called
nice.
Each proposer pr has a constant singleton set inputr = {w} that contains its initial
proposal w. We assume that inputr ⊆ ranger ⊆ V, where ranger is a pre-agreed set of
possible proposals of process pr . The purpose of ranger is to restrict the potential damage
of a faulty pr issuing nonsensical proposals. For example, ranger can be the set of all
possible proposals signed by some external trusted entity. We define I r to be inputr for
correct proposers pr and ranger for the faulty ones.
The variant of Uniform Consensus considered in this paper is similar to the proposersacceptors-learners version in [16] and Lazy Consensus in [23]. Formally, the following
properties must be satisfied:
Agreement. No two acceptors decide on different values.
Validity. Each decision belongs to I r for some round r.
Termination. All correct acceptors eventually decide.

3
3.1

Notation
Actions

We specify the algorithm as a collection of actions of the form (name, guard , body). Here,
name is the named action name, guard is a boolean expression, and body is an atomic
operation which is performed when the action is executed. We assume the following about
action execution. For safety properties: an action can be executed only if it is enabled
(guard is true). For liveness properties: an action enabled forever will eventually be
executed at least once. For performance properties: every enabled action that has not
been executed yet will be executed immediately.
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Name

Guard

Body

Spreadp
Updatep

x ∈ V and p = owner V
received “x ∈ V ” from owner V

broadcast “x ∈ V ”
Vp ← x

Figure 4: Variable replication code for a process p.

3.2

Set variables

A set variable V is an initially empty set containing at most one element. It is stored at
a designated process called its owner. The variable V can be (atomically) updated only
by executing the assignment “V ← x”, which is a shortcut for “if V = ∅, then set V to
{x}”. Since V can contain at most one element, x ∈ V is equivalent to V = {x}.
For any x, the expression “x ∈ V ” is stable, which means that once it becomes true
it will remain so forever. Stability is an extremely useful property, because it allows us
to avoid using temporal formulae in derivations and proofs. This way we can restrict
our attention to a single moment of time. For example, consider an action that can be
executed only if x ∈ V in the past. Thanks to the stability of V we can replace the guard
“there is a time t in the past at which x ∈ V ” with a simpler one: “x ∈ V (now)”.
Since set variables can have at most one element, any variable V 6= ∅ can no longer
change; we say it is frozen. Any set variable V can be made frozen by executing “V ← x”
for any x, in particular for x being a special value ⊥ ∈
/ V. This model is equivalent to the
one proposed by Lampson [17], with Lampson’s x being {x} here, nil being ∅, and out
being {⊥}, but it is mathematically easier to deal with.

3.3

Replication

A set variable Vp owned by process p is a copy of V if it is updated only as described in
Figure 4. If x ∈ V , then the owner of V broadcasts “x ∈ V ”. Upon reception of “x ∈ V ”,
each process p updates its set variable Vp by executing Vp ← x.
If the owner of V is correct, this replication mechanism has two properties. Firstly, a
copy cannot contain elements absent from the original, that is Vp ⊆ V for any p. Secondly,
each element of V will eventually become a member of Vp . In the rest of this paper, the
details of the replication mechanism are not important, as long as these two properties
are preserved.
We adopt the convention that, for any V , variable Vp is the copy of V owned by p.
Since Vp is a set variable, it can also have copies. For example, Vpq is a copy of Vp owned
by q. The same process can be applied over and over again, leading to multi-index copies
Vpqr , Vpqrs , . . . owned by the last process in the index sequence. To avoid requiring an
infinite amount of memory, we assume that copies are created only if there is a possibility
that they might be needed by the algorithm. Finally, note that the existence of Vp does
not imply the existence of V . If Vp does not exist, then Vp is simply an independent
variable.
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3.4

Arrays

We will often need to consider more than one set variable at once. For this purpose,
we assume that if the i − th index in the variable name is a set X, then the expression
denotes an array of all variables with the i − th index in X. For example, VApC denotes
a two-dimensional array AAC with Aac = Vapc for all a ∈ A and c ∈ C. (Recall that A is
the set of all acceptors and C is its subset containing only the correct ones.)
In our notation, an array has a given property iff all its entries have that property
(e.g., VAp 6= ∅ iff Vap 6= ∅ for all a ∈ A). Similarly, two arrays with the same dimensions
are in relation iff their corresponding elements are (e.g., VAp ⊆ VA iff Vap ⊆ Va for all
a ∈ A).
Only the size of the set C of correct acceptors is known to the algorithm (|C| ≥ n − f ).
Therefore, we will often be interested in the number of entries V of a given array AP that
satisfy a given condition Z. By AP (Z), we denote the number of processes p ∈ P for
which Ap satisfies Z. Formally,
AP (Z) = |{ p ∈ P : Ap satisfies Z }|.
The condition Z can be one of “w”, “ŵ”, “◦”, and “•”, with the following meanings:
def

def

Z = w ⇐⇒ Ap = {w},

Z = ŵ ⇐⇒ Ap ⊆ {w},

def

def

Z = ◦ ⇐⇒ Ap = ∅,

Z = • ⇐⇒ Ap 6= ∅.

Condition “w” tests whether w belongs to Ap now, whereas “ŵ” tests whether w can
belong to Ap in the future. The other two conditions test whether Ap is empty (“◦”) or
not (“•”).
For example, for each p, the expression VCp (•) denotes the number of nonempty Vcp
that belong to correct acceptors c. As another example, VCA (w) is a one-dimensional
array BA such that for every a ∈ A the value Ba is the number of correct acceptors c for
which w ∈ Vca . Therefore, VCA (w) > f means that for every acceptor a, the number of
entries Vca corresponding to correct acceptors c is bigger than f .
We can treat actions also as set variables. For any action Actiona , we assume that
“Actiona ← ⊥” is executed whenever Actiona is executed. This allows us to write expressions like ActionA (•) > f , which is true if Actiona has been executed by more than f
acceptors a. We additionally assume that if Actiona acts as a boolean expression, then it
is equivalent to Actiona 6= ∅. This convention is consistent with the intuitive meaning of
“Actiona ” in that context, which is “Actiona has been executed”.

3.5

Diagrams

We illustrate the paper with a number of diagrams that depict example executions of
the algorithm (e.g, Figure 5). As usual, arrows denote messages. Solid (black) arrows
are normal messages. Dashed (red) ones represent messages sent (or directly influenced)
by a faulty process. Such messages can be corrupted in any way, in particular, they can
even be lost by the channel and never reach their destination. Small black circles (•)
represent executions of one or more actions, whose names are written below or above the
column of “•”s. The diagrams might create the illusion of tight synchronization between
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the processes. It is therefore important to remember that the purpose of this apparent
synchronization is merely to help the reader visualize the most common executions, not
to introduce any additional synchrony assumptions into the algorithm.

4

Byzantine Paxos

The Byzantine Paxos algorithm progresses in a sequence of (possibly overlapping) rounds,
starting with round 1. In each round r, the proposer pr selects a value and passes it to
acceptors, who try first to weakly and strongly accept it, and then to make it a decision
(Section 4.1). Because of a faulty proposer, round r might not progress. In this case, acceptors can independently locally freeze it and start the next round with another proposer
(Section 4.2).
To ensure Agreement and Validity, the value w proposed by pr must be provably good,
that is, admissible and valid. Admissibility means that no decision other than w can be
made in any round s < r. Validity requires that w should belong to I s for some s ≤ r,
that is, should be either inputs of one of the correct proposers ps , or ranges of a faulty ps .
Only good values can be weakly accepted and only weakly accepted values can become
a decision, which implies goodness of all decisions. Therefore, the algorithm satisfies
Validity. Also, since all decisions made at the same round are identical, the algorithm
satisfies Agreement. Testing goodness of a given w is covered by Section 4.3. Choosing a
w whose goodness can be verified by all acceptors is discussed in Section 4.4.
If the network is timely and pr is correct, then the decision will be reached within
three communication steps after pr proposed. If in addition all acceptors are correct, then
the number of steps required is reduced to two. Since we assume infinitely many correct
proposers in p1 , p2 , . . . , and the network being eventually timely, the former (three-step)
property implies Termination of the algorithm. The latter (two-step) property implies
that in nice runs (all processes correct and the network timely), the algorithm decides in
two communication steps, without using public-key cryptography.

4.1

Single round

The structure of each round r shown in Figure 5(a) is similar to the Bracha broadcast [4].
First, proposer pr selects a provably good w ∈ V (Sections 4.3 and 4.4) and sends it to
the acceptors. At each acceptor a, the proposal w goes through three acceptance levels:
weak, strong, and decision. Figure 5(b) shows that if all acceptors a are correct, then the
decision is made one step earlier – at the same time as strong acceptance.
Figures 6 and 7 present the algorithm and the variables it uses. In action Proposer ,
process pr chooses a provably good w and writes it to the set variable P r by executing
P r ← w. The details of proving goodness will be presented later; for the moment, note
that input1 is always good in the first round, so p1 can propose it without any proof. If the
run is nice, all acceptors will decide in the first round; no proofs, and thus no public-key
cryptography, will be used.
Proposal w is propagated from P r to its copies Par at all acceptors a, where it is
weakly accepted by action Weakra . As a result, if the proposer pr is correct, we have
Par ⊆ P r ⊆ {w} and subsequently War ⊆ {w, ⊥} for all a ∈ A. The possibility of ⊥ ∈ War
arises from the fact that a can locally freeze round r at any time by writing ⊥ to War and
9

pr

Proposer
Pr ← w

pr

A1

A1

A2

A2

A3

A3

A4

Weakra
War ← w

Strongra
Sar ← w

Decidera
Dar ← w

Proposer
Pr ← w
Strongra
Sar ← w

A4

(a) A4 is faulty

Weakra
War ← w

Decidera
Dar ← w

(b) All acceptors are correct

Figure 5: An example execution of a single round with n = 4 and f = 1.
Name
Propose
Weakra
Strongra
Decidera
Decidera

r

Guard

Body

provably good w

Pr ← w

good w ∈ Par
r
WAa
(w) > n+f
2
r
WAa
(w) > n+3f
2
r
SAa
(w) > 2f

War ← w
Sar ← w
Dar ← w
Dar ← w

Figure 6: Algorithm code for a single round r.
Symbol

Description

Ir

A non-replicated constant. For correct proposers, I r = inputr contains only the initial proposal of pr . For faulty ones, I r = ranger ,
the pre-agreed range of possible initial proposals of pr .

Pr

An individual set variable owned by pr , which contains the value w
proposed by pr and a proof that w is good at that round.

War

A weak approximation of the final decision at acceptor a.
If pr is correct, then there is a good w ∈ V such that WAr ⊆ {w, ⊥}.

Sar

A strong approximation of the final decision at acceptor a.
r
There is a good w ∈ V such that SA
⊆ {w, ⊥} even if pr is faulty.

Dar

The final decision at acceptor a. If w ∈ Dar , then for any round
r
r′ > r, proposer pr′ will eventually be able to prove that DA
⊆ {w}.
Figure 7: Summary of round r variables.
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Name

Guard

Body

Freezera
Freezera
Clockra
Decidera

Dar = ∅ and timerar > ∆
FreezerAa (•) > f
FreezesAa (•) > 2f for all s < r
r
DAa
(w) > f

War ← ⊥, Sar ← ⊥
War ← ⊥, Sar ← ⊥
start round r timer timerar
Dar ← w

Figure 8: Code responsible for freezing round r.
Sar (see Section 4.2). On the other hand, a faulty pr can propose different values of w to
different acceptors, leading to War * {w, ⊥}.
To deal with faulty proposers that propose different values to different acceptors, we
introduce strong acceptance. Value w is strongly accepted at acceptor a (action Strongar ) if
acceptors report to have weakly accepted it. This ensures weak acceptance
more than n+f
2
by a majority of correct acceptors. Therefore, Sar ⊆ {w, ⊥} for all a ∈ A, even if pr is
faulty.
Finally, acceptor a decides on a weakly accepted w (Decidera ) if the following guarantee
can be made. For any future round r′ > r, the proposer pr′ will be able to prove that
Dbr ⊆ {w} for all b ∈ A, even if acceptor a is faulty (Section 4.3). This is implied by
either of the following conditions:
r
1. Condition SAa
(w) > 2f , which states that more than 2f acceptors report to have
strongly accepted w, comes from the original Byzantine Paxos algorithm [5, 17]. It
ensures that if the network is timely and pr correct, then the decision will be reached
in three communication steps (Lemma B.12).
r
2. Condition WAa
(w) > n+3f
, which states that more than n+3f
acceptors report to
2
2
have weakly accepted w, is new and ensures better performance in failure-free runs.
It guarantees that the decision will be reached in two communication steps if less
> 0 acceptors are faulty (Lemma B.13).
than n−3f
2

4.2

Freezing rounds

A round with a faulty proposer may not make any progress. This can happen, for example,
when the proposer sends different proposals to acceptors, or does not send them at all.
Therefore, if an acceptor suspects that the current round r does not make progress, it
may (independently of other acceptors) locally freeze it, which will allow the next round to
start. Acceptor a locally freezes round r (Freezera ) by executing “War ← ⊥” and “Sar ← ⊥”,
which ensures that War and Sar are non-empty. A round is considered frozen if it has been
locally frozen by all correct acceptors.
If an acceptor a has not decided at round r (Dar = ∅) and its timeout has elapsed
(timerar > ∆), then it locally freezes the round. Since this method cannot tell a faulty
proposer from a slow network, a situation can arise in which some (correct) acceptors
decide at round r and the others do not. In this case, the next round should start,
because otherwise the algorithm might not make progress. As explained in Section 4.3,
the proposer of that round cannot select a good proposal without round r being frozen
first. Therefore, in some situations, it might be necessary for an acceptor a to locally
11

Proposer
Pr ← w

pr

timeout s

A1

pr

A1

A2

A2

A3

A3

A4

Decidesa
Das ← w

Freezesa

Freezesa

Clockra

(a) More than f correct acceptors locally freeze

A4

Decidesa
Das ← w

Decidesa
Das ← w

(b) More than f correct acceptors
decide

Figure 9: Example executions of the freezing code from Figure 8, with n = 4, f = 1, and
faulty A4 .
freeze round r, even if it has already decided (Dar 6= ∅). On the other hand, having
all acceptors freeze the round after the timeout has elapsed (whether they have made a
decision or not) would cause the next round to start unnecessarily.
We solve this problem by also making an acceptor locally freeze round r if more
than f acceptors report to have done so (Figure 8). This ensures that at least one correct
acceptor has already locally frozen round r, so faulty acceptors cannot jeopardize progress
by freezing all the rounds. At the same time, if more than f correct acceptors execute
Freezer , then eventually all acceptors will do so (Figure 9(a)). On the other hand, if at
most f correct acceptors ever locally freeze round r, then more than n − f − f > f correct
acceptors decide at that round. The new form of Decidera from Figure 8, which decides on
w if more than f acceptors report to have done so, ensures that in this case all acceptors
will eventually decide (Figure 9(b)). Safety is guaranteed, because any set of more than
f acceptors must include a correct one.
The Decidera action in Figure 8 is not necessary in the original Paxos algorithm. This is
because there every process that has not learned about the decision can start a new round
r, by requesting that all rounds s < r should be frozen. However, in Byzantine settings,
we cannot allow a single process to freeze a round, because then, malicious processes could
easily prevent progress by freezing all rounds. This is also the reason why, in this paper,
we do not differentiate between acceptors and learners [14].
Acceptor a starts the round r timer (Clockra ) when it knows that more than f correct
acceptors have frozen all rounds s < r. This guarantees that eventually all correct acceptors will locally freeze all rounds s < r, which has two important consequences. Firstly,
the proposer pr will eventually be able to issue the proposal for round r. Secondly, all
acceptors a will eventually execute Clockra , which ensures a synchronization between the
Clockra actions at different acceptors a.
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4.3

Predicate Good

In this section, we will construct a predicate Good(w) that is true only for good values w.
Recall that w is good if it is admissible (no decision other than w can be made in any
round s < r) and valid (w belongs to I s for some s ≤ r). Let S = { s : s < r } be
the set of all round numbers smaller than r. The predicate Good(w) is computed using
S
two arrays W̄AS and S̄A
such that X̄CS ⊆ XCS for each X ∈ {W, S}. In other words, we
s
s
assume that X̄c ⊆ Xc for every s < r and every correct acceptor c. For example, X̄AS
S
can be a copy XAp
of XAS at process p. Since Good depends on X̄AS , it should be written
S
formally as Good[W̄AS , S̄A
] or Good[X̄AS ] but in this section we abbreviate it to Good. The
construction of Good ensures that if all X̄CS are non-empty, then there is at least one w
for which Good(w) holds.
4.3.1

Computing Posss and Accs

In order to compute Good(w), we will first construct two sets for each s < r: Posss and
Accs . The set Posss contains all possible decisions that can be made at round s. In other
words, if Posss = K, then Das ⊆ K will hold forever for every acceptor a. The set Accs
contains only values that have been weakly accepted at round s, that is, w ∈ Accs implies
w ∈ Was for at least one a.
The sets Posss and Accs can be defined as

s
Posss = w ∈ V : S̄A
(ŵ) > f ∨ W̄As (ŵ) > n+f
, Accs = { w ∈ V : W̄As (w) > f }.
2
The definition of Accs is simple. If w ∈ W̄as for more than f acceptors a, then w ∈ W̄cs
for at least one correct acceptor c. Therefore, w ∈ W̄cs ⊆ Wcs implies that c has weakly
accepted w.
The definition of Posss is more complicated. Appendix A.3 shows that S̄as (w) ≤ f
s
implies SAb
(w) ≤ f + f = 2f for all acceptors b at any time. Similarly, W̄as (w) ≤ n+f
2
n+3f
s
s
+
f
=
.
Therefore,
if
w
∈
/
Poss
,
no
acceptor
b
can
ever
decide
implies WAb
(w) ≤ n+f
2
2
on w in round s.

4.3.2

Computing Good(w)

We define Good(w) to be true if at least one of the following conditions is met:
G1: w ∈ I r and Posss = ∅ for all s < r,
G2: there is s < r such that w ∈ Accs and Posst ⊆ {w} for all t with s ≤ t < r.
The former condition implies that w ∈ I r and that no decision can be made by any
round s < r. Since w ∈ I s for s = r, this means that w is good at round r.
The latter condition implies that w has been weakly accepted at round s, so it is good
(i.e., valid and admissible) at that round. Validity at round s implies validity at round r.
Admissibility at round s together with the fact that no decision different than w can be
made at rounds t with s ≤ t < r, implies admissibility of w at round r.
Appendix A.3 shows that if the entries S̄cs and W̄cs corresponding to all correct acceptors c are non-empty, then |Posss | ≤ 1 and Posss ⊆ Accs . We will show that this implies
that Good(w) holds for at least one w. If all PossS = ∅, then Good(w) for w = inputr
because of (G1). Otherwise, let s be the highest round number for which Posss 6= ∅ and
w be the only element of Posss . Since w ∈ Posss ⊆ Accs , condition (G2) implies Good(w).
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4.4

Proving goodness

Sr
Sr
Sr
Every process q ∈ A ∪ {pr } keeps arrays W̄Aq
and S̄Aq
such that X̄Cq
⊆ XCS . These arrays
Sr
Sr
can be used to compute Good[X̄Aq
] as described in Section 4.3. Note that X̄Cq
and thus
Sr
the predicate Good[X̄Aq ] may be different for different q. As a result, a value considered
good by pr will not necessarily be considered good by all acceptors. In this section, we
will show how pr can choose w which will eventually be considered good by all acceptors,
so that they will all weakly accept it.
The general version of the algorithm is shown in Figure 10(c). There, proposer pr
Sr
](w) holds. Each acceptor b maintains a
can propose only a value w for which Good[X̄Ap
r
sr
sr
sr
Sr
Sr
to X̄ab
all elements x for which
copy X̄Apr b of X̄Apr . Action Collectab copies from X̄ap
rb
s
sr
acceptor b can confirm that x ∈ Xa assuming a is correct. This ensures that X̄ab
⊆ Xas
Sr
for all correct a, so Good[X̄Ab
](w) holds only for good w. Moreover, if pr is correct then
Sr
Sr
. Therefore (Lemma B.6), eventually
every x ∈ X̄Apr will eventually be a member of X̄Ab
Sr
Good[X̄Ab ](w) will hold for the value w proposed by pr , so Weakrb will be executed.
Sr
at pr depend on
The definition of Confirmed and the method of calculating X̄Ap
r
whether or not public-key cryptography can be used, and are discussed in the next two
Sr
sections. In both cases, three properties must be guaranteed. First, eventually all X̄Cp
r
Sr
must be non-empty so that Good[X̄Apr ](w) will hold for at least one w. Second, the
confirmation procedure must be safe, that is, Confirmedrb (x ∈ Xcs ) =⇒ x ∈ Xcs for
sr
for a correct pr , then
all correct acceptors c. Third, liveness requires that if x ∈ X̄ap
r
sr
=
Confirmedrb (x ∈ Xas ) will eventually hold. Observe that in the simple solution with X̄ap
r
r
s
s
s
Xapr and Confirmedb (x ∈ Xa ) ≡ x ∈ Xab , the last property fails. This is because a faulty
s
s
= {x}, but Xab
= {y} for some x 6= y.
acceptor a can easily cause Xas = Xap
r
Condition (G1) from Section 4.3.2 shows that in order to compute Good, acceptors
must also be able to confirm that the proposed value w belongs to I r . This can be achieved
by checking whether w ∈ ranger , because faulty proposers pr have I r = ranger , whereas
proposals from the correct ones do not have to be checked.

4.4.1

With public-key cryptography

With public-key cryptography, we can make acceptors sign their Xas variables, so that
confirming “x ∈ Xas ” would amount to checking the signature. Since such signed Xas are
needed only for rounds r > s, we can defer the signing until round s has been frozen. As
a result, no public-key cryptography is used in nice runs.
For any set variable V , consider a tuple hx, V iσ signed by the owner of V . By signing
hx, V iσ , the owner of V certifies that x ∈ V . Therefore, as long as the owner of V is
correct, the existence of hx, V iσ implies x ∈ V .
In Figure 10(a), we use auxiliary set variables X̂as to store tuples hx, Xas iσ signed by a
s
s
sr
← x” in Collectsr
in action Signsa . Proposer pr executes “X̄ap
a when its copy X̂apr of X̂a
r
s
s
is a
, where Xap
contains hx, Xas iσ . Acceptor b confirms that x ∈ Xas if hx, Xas iσ ∈ X̂ap
rb
rb
s
s
copy of Xapr . For correct acceptors a, this ensures that x ∈ Xa .
4.4.2

Without public-key cryptography

Confirming that x ∈ Xsa without the proving power of public-key cryptography is more
difficult, but possible. In Figure 10(b), the original vectors XAS are replicated at all
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CollectSr
A
Proposer

pr

pr

A1

A1

A2

A2

A3

A3

A4

CollectSr
A
Proposer

A4

CollectSr
Ab
Weakrb

Name

Guard

Body

Name

Guard

Body

Collectsr
a

s
hx, Xas iσ ∈ X̂ap
r

sr
←x
X̄ap
r

Collectsr
a

s
(x) > 2f
XaAp
r

sr
←x
X̄ap
r

Signsa

x ∈ Xas

X̂as ← hx, Xas iσ
def

FreezeSa

S
XAAa
set

FreezeSa
SignSa

S
XAa
set

CollectSr
Ab
Weakrb

def

s
Confirmedrb (x ∈ Xas ) = hx, Xas iσ ∈ X̂ap
rb

Confirmedrb (x ∈ Xas ) = XaAb (x) > f

(a) with public-key crypto

(b) without public-key crypto

Name

Guard

Body

Proposer

Sr
](w)
Good[X̄Ap
r

Pr ← w

Collectsr
ab

sr
sr
←x
x ∈ X̄ap
and Confirmedrb (x ∈ Xas ) X̄ab
rb

Weakrb

Sr
w ∈ Pbr and Good[X̄Ab
](w)

Wbr ← w

(c) common code

Figure 10: The code ensuring that only good proposals are issued and accepted.
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S
acceptors a, leading to copies XAA
. These vectors are replicated again, leading to copies
s
S
S
for more than f
XAAA and XAApr . An acceptor b confirms that x ∈ Xas if x ∈ Xadb
acceptors d, which implies that for correct a the value x indeed belongs to Xas . Since
sr
s
sr
will eventually
for more than 2f acceptors d, every x ∈ X̄ap
is set to x if x ∈ Xadp
X̄ap
r
r
r
sr
belong to X̄ab , even if a is faulty.

4.5

Example

In the previous sections, we described the structure of a single round (Section 4.1), freezing
a round and starting a new one (Section 4.2), and ensuring that the proposed value is
good (Sections 4.3 and 4.4). This section will show how these mechanisms work together.
If the proposer of the first round is correct and the network is timely, then a decision
will be reached at this round (Figure 5(b)). Figure 5(a) shows that this will happen even
if some of the acceptors are faulty. As a result, the inter-round protocols described in
Sections 4.2–4.4 are not necessary in this case.
These mechanisms become useful if the first round proposer is faulty. Figure 11 depicts
several scenarios in which proposer p1 and acceptor A3 are both faulty. In Figure 11(a), p1
behaves like a correct proposer, except that it sends a wrong proposal to A1 , which weakly
accepts it. The faulty acceptor A3 sends its correct WA1 3 to all acceptors except for A1 ,
which makes them strongly accept the correct proposal w. As a result, the faulty acceptor
A3 can make A2 and A4 decide on w, while preventing A1 from doing so. However, the
Decide action from Figure 8 will allow A1 to decide on w as well.
The scenario in Figure 11(b) is similar, except that only A4 is allowed to decide, which
makes the Decide action from Figure 8 inapplicable. Instead, acceptors A1 and A2 will
eventually time out and locally freeze the first round, which will cause A4 to do so as
well. As a result, p2 will issue a second round proposal. Both A2 and A4 report to have
strongly accepted w, and p2 knows that at least one of them is correct, so the second
round proposal must be w. Since p2 is correct, its proposal will eventually become a
decision, despite A3 being faulty. Note that although (some) acceptors decide both in the
first and the second round, these decisions are the same.
Figure 11(c) shows a scenario, in which p1 sends a (different) wrong proposal to every
acceptor, so no value is ever strongly accepted. As a result, the second round proposer p2
knows that no decision will ever be reached in the first round, so it can propose any value
v ∈ input2 . As in the previous example, this value will eventually be decided on, despite
malicious efforts of A3 .

5

Applications: Vector Consensus and Atomic Broadcast

Byzantine Paxos, as described in this paper, can be used to implement Vector Consensus
[8]. There, each acceptor a proposes a value prop[a] and the agreement should be reached
on a vector dec[A], with the following Validity conditions:
V1: For each correct acceptor c, we have dec[c] ∈ {△, prop[c]}, where △ is a special
symbol meaning “no value”.
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p1

Propose1
P1 ← w
Decide1a
Da1 ← w

A1
A2
A3
A4

Weak1a
Wa1 ← w

Strong1a
Sa1 ← w

Decide1a
Da1 ← w

(a) decision in the first round

Collect12
C
Propose2
P2 ← w

p2 Propose1
1
p P ←w
1

A1
A2
A3
A4

Weak1a
Wa1 ← w

Strong1a
Sa1 ← w

Decide1a
Da1 ← w

Freeze1a
Sign1a

Collect12
Cb
Weakr2

Freeze1a
Sign1a

Strong2a
Sa2 ← w

(b) identical decisions in the first and the second round

Collect12
C
Propose2
P2 ← v

p2 Propose1
1
p P ←w
1

A1
A2
A3
A4

Weak1a
Wa1 ← w

Freeze1a
Sign1a

Collect12
Cb
Weakr2

Strong2a
Sa2 ← v

Decide2a
Da2 ← v

(c) decision in the second round only

Figure 11: An example run with faulty proposer p1 and acceptor A3 .
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Decide2a
Da2 ← w

Name

Guard

Body

Ea .Initb

—

Ea .Doneb
Ea .Freeze1b

w ∈ Dbr
. . . and Ea′ .Decide1b
for at least n − f executions Ea′

input1 = {prop[a]}, range1 = V, p1 = a
inputr = ranger = {△} for all r > 1
set dec[a] at b to w
...

Figure 12: Vector Consensus code for execution Ea at acceptor b.
V2: We have dec[c] = prop[c] for at least n − f − |F| ≥ n − 2f correct acceptors c.
V3: If the network is timely, then dec[c] = prop[c] for all correct acceptors c.
The Byzantine-Paxos-based Vector Consensus algorithm in Figure 12 has a number
of advantages over the one presented in [8]. In nice runs, it makes the decision in two
steps as opposed to at least four, without using public key cryptography. The bound
n − f − |F| in V2 is stronger than n − 2f from [8]. In the most common scenario, where
none of the acceptors are faulty, n − f − |F| = n − f acceptors a are guaranteed to have
dec[a] = prop[a]. Condition V3 implies that in nice runs dec[a] = prop[a] for all acceptors
a.
For each acceptor a, consider an independent execution Ea of Byzantine Paxos running
in parallel with all the other executions. The sequence of proposers p1 , p2 , . . . for this
execution has p1 = a and contains every acceptor (including a) infinitely many times.
For example, we can set pr = r mod n + 1 for r > 1. Proposer p1 is allowed to propose
any value (range1 = V) and its initial proposal input1 is {prop[a]}. Other acceptors can
propose only △, that is, inputr = ranger = {△} for all r > 1. The decision reached in Ea
is copied to dec[a] at all acceptors b by action Ea .Doneb . The choice of inputr and ranger
ensures V1.
Note that any execution Ec corresponding to a correct acceptor c has a correct first proposer p1 = c. Therefore, if the network is timely, every acceptor a will execute Ec .Decide1a
within three communication steps, before Freeze1a . As a result, Ec will decide on p1 ’s
proposal (prop[c]), which implies V3.
We can satisfy V2 by guaranteeing that at least n − f executions Ea decide in the first
round. This can be achieved by not allowing acceptors to locally freeze the first round
until they have executed Decide1 for at least n − f executions Ea′ . This will eventually
happen, because at least n − f execution Ea have a correct first-round proposer p1 .
Our Vector Consensus algorithm does not introduce any additional delay to Byzantine
Paxos, so in nice runs all executions Ea decide in two communication steps on the value
prop[a] proposed by p1 = a. Figure 13(a) shows one of the executions Ea in this scenario.
However, if some processes are faulty, then reaching a decision may require more than
one round, which normally involves waiting for the first round to time out. In order to
improve the performance in such scenarios, we will remove the timeout condition from the
guard of Ea .Freeze1b and locally freeze the first round as soon as at least n − f executions
Ea have decided. Note that this change may affect V3 by preventing some of the current
acceptors from deciding in the first round.
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A1

A1

A2

A2

A3

A3

A4

Propose1
P1 ← w

Weak1b
Wb1 ← w

Decide1b
Db1 ← w

A4

Propose1
P1 ← w

Weak1b
Wb1 ← w

Strong1b
Sb1 ← w

Decide1b
Db1 ← w

(b) execution E2 , acceptor A3 faulty

(a) execution E2 , all correct

A1
A2
A3
A4

Propose1
P1 ← w

Weak1b
Wb1 ← w

Freeze1b
Sign1a

Collect12
C
Propose2
P2 ← ⊥

Collect12
Cb
Weakr2
W2 ← ⊥

Strong2b
Sb2 ← ⊥

Decide2b
Db2 ← ⊥

(c) execution E3 , acceptor A3 faulty, p2 = A1

Figure 13: An example execution of Vector Consensus.
Fortunately, only V1 and V2 are required to implement Atomic Broadcast [8]. The
method presented in [8] adds one communication step to the underlying Vector Consensus
protocol, which in our case leads to the latency of three communication steps in nice
runs. By repeating Vector Consensus every δ < d (where d is the message transmission
time) units of time, one can use the techniques for benign settings [21, 24] to achieve the
delivery latency of 2d+δ. Two-step delivery latency can be achieved in benign settings [24]
using one-step Consensus for the most common proposal. In Byzantine settings, however,
proposers may be malicious, so Consensus requires two communication steps in any case,
making the method from [24] not applicable.
Figures 13(b) and 13(c) depict a scenario with faulty acceptor A3 . Figures 13(b) shows
that an execution with a correct proposer (such as A2 ) decides in three steps. On the
other hand, execution E3 with a faulty proposer A3 does not decide in the first round
(Figure 13(c)). Instead, it is frozen when all the other executions have decided, and the
second round, with a correct proposer A1 , begins.

6

Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have reduced the latency of the Byzantine Paxos algorithm [5, 17] from
three to two communication steps in nice runs. At the same time, we still guarantee the
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decision in three steps if the leader is correct. As in the original algorithm, each proposal
goes through three acceptance stages: weak acceptance, strong acceptance, and decision.
The main contribution of this paper lies in showing that the middle stage can be bypassed
if more than n+3f
acceptors have weakly accepted the same value.
2
If not all processes are correct, it may be necessary to execute more than one round.
For this case, we presented two variants of the inter-round protocol. The first variant is
simpler than the second but requires computationally expensive public key cryptography.
However, these protocols are only needed when failures occur, so their costs may not be
very important.
Finally, we proposed new implementations of Vector Consensus and Atomic Broadcast,
which use many instances of our Byzantine Paxos algorithm running in parallel. This
way, we have achieved a latency that is two communication steps smaller than that in [8].
Another advantage of our solution is that it does not use public-key cryptography.
Our Byzantine Paxos algorithm can be generalized in at least two ways. Firstly, by
introducing a third kind of process that can fail only by crashing, it should be possible to
reformulate the algorithm presented in this paper to satisfy the lower bounds from [15].
Secondly, one can probably replace f by a safety bound s and a liveness bound l such
that the algorithm is safe if |F| ≤ s and live if |F| ≤ l. Finally, we hope the ranked
register [3, 6] can be generalized to handle Byzantine failures and be used to deconstruct
the algorithm presented in this paper in a modular way.
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A

Safety

As explained in Section 3.2, the stability of the membership in set variables allows one to
consider each sequence of implications/inequalities at a single moment of time. On several
∗
occasions, however, we will use a special ∗-relations, such as “ =⇒ ”, where the right-hand
side can be calculated for any moment of time. For example, for any set variable V we
∗
have w ∈ V =⇒ V ⊆ {w} because the set V can only grow and cannot contain more
than one element. Note that the two arguments of a ∗-relation are treated differently, so
∗
∗
the relation is not symmetric. In particular,
A ∗=⇒ B is not equivalent to B ⇐= A and
∗
the same applies to other pairs such as ≤ and ≥.
Let VA and UA be two arrays of set variables such that Uc ⊆ Vc for all c ∈ C. For
def
example, for any process p, we can have UA = VAp . Then, for any c ∈ C and w ∈ V,
∗

w ∈ Uc =⇒ w ∈ Vc =⇒ Vc ⊆ {w} =⇒ Uc ⊆ {w}.
Hence,

∗

UC (w) ≤ VC (w) ≤ VC (ŵ) ≤ UC (ŵ) = UC (w) + UC (◦).

(1)

VA (w) ≥ VC (w) ≥ UC (w) = UA (w) − UF (w) ≥ UA (w) − t ≥ UA (w) − f.
|{z}

(2)

Also,

(1)

Lemma A.1. For any array VA , there is at most one x for which VC (x) > 12 |C|.
Proof. If VC (x) > 21 |C| holds for x ∈ {y, z}, where y 6= z, then
|C| ≥ VC (y) + VC (z) > 21 |C| + 12 |C| = |C|.

We will prove the safety of our algorithm by induction on the round number. Assuming
that all theorems from this section hold for all rounds s < r, we will prove them for round
r.
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A.1

Definitions

Here, we repeat some important definitions from the paper. A value w is admissible at
round r if no decision other than w can be made in any round s < r. A value is valid if
it belongs to I s for some s ≤ r. Finally, a value is good if it is both valid and admissible.
Recall that
Accr = { w ∈ V : W̄Ar (w) > f }
and Possr = PSr ∪ PWr , where

r
PSr = w ∈ V : S̄A
(ŵ) > f ,

PWr =



w ∈ V : W̄Ar (ŵ) >

n+f
2

.

Finally, the predicate Good(w) to be true if at least one of the following conditions is
met:
w ∈ I r and Posss = ∅ for all s < r,
there is s < r such that w ∈ Accs and Posst ⊆ {w} for all t : s ≤ t < r.

A.2

(3)
(4)

Predicate Good(w)

Lemma A.2. If Confirmedrb (w ∈ Xcs ) for c ∈ C, then w ∈ Xcs .
Proof. With public-key cryptography:
s
=⇒ w ∈ Xcs .
Confirmedrb (w ∈ Xcs ) =⇒ hw, Xcs iσ ∈ X̂cp
rb

Without public-key cryptography:
s
s
s
(w) > f =⇒ XcCb
(w) > 0 =⇒ XcC
(w) > 0 =⇒ w ∈ Xcs .
Confirmedrb (w ∈ Xcs ) =⇒ XcAb

Lemma A.3. If X̄CS ⊆ XCS , then Good[X̄CS ](w) implies that w is admissible.
Proof. The assertion implies one of the following:
(1) For all rounds s < r we have Posss = ∅. By Lemma A.7 for round s, no decision is
ever made at any round s < r.
(2) There is s < r such that w ∈ Accs and Posst ⊆ {w} for all t : s ≤ t < r. On the
one hand, Lemma A.6 applied to Accs implies that no decision other than w is ever
made at any round t < s. On the other hand, Lemma A.7 applied to Posst implies
the same for t : s ≤ t < r.
Lemma A.4. If X̄CS ⊆ XCS , then Good[X̄CS ](w) implies that w is valid.
Proof. The assertion implies one of the following:
S
(1) Value w ∈ I r . Then, w ∈ I r ⊆ t≤r I t .
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(2) Value w ∈ Accs for some s < r. Then,
w ∈ Accs =⇒ W̄As (w) > f =⇒ W̄Cs (w) > 0 =⇒ WCs (w) > 0 =⇒ w ∈ Wbs
for some
S b, so Sfrom the inductive assumption (this lemma for round s) we have
w ∈ t≤s I t ⊆ t≤r I t .

Lemma A.5. If w ∈ War for any a ∈ A, then w is good.
Proof. First, for any x and any c ∈ C we have

s
sr
x ∈ Xca
=⇒ Confirmedra (x ∈ Xcs ) |=⇒
{z } x ∈ Xc .
Lemma A.2

Sr
Therefore X̄Ca
⊆ XCS , so Lemmas A.3 and A.4 prove the assertion.

A.3

Sets Posss and Accs

Assume that for any X ∈ {S, W } we have X̄cr ⊆ Xcr for all c ∈ C. Therefore, we can use
rules (1) and (2) from the beginning of Section A.
Lemma A.6. If w ∈ Accr , then w is good at round r.
Proof. WAr (w) ≥ W̄Ar (w) − f > 0, so Lemma A.5 implies the assertion.
Lemma A.7. If w ∈
/ Possr , then no acceptor a ever executes Decidera (w).
Proof. We will use the ∗-version of ≤ defined at the beginning
of Appendix A. To obtain
∗
a contradiction, assume that the left-hand side of “≤” is taken at the time when a hypothetically executes Decidera (w), and the right-hand side is taken at the “current” time
when w ∈
/ Possr . Since w ∈
/ PWr ,
∗

r
r
WAa
(w) ≤ WCa
(w) + f ≤ WCr (w) + f ≤ W̄Cr (ŵ) + f ≤ W̄Ar (ŵ) + f ≤

Similarly, w ∈
/ PSr implies

n+f
2

+f =

n+3f
.
2

∗

r
r
r
SAa
(w) ≤ SCa
(w) + f ≤ SCr (w) + f ≤ S̄Cr (ŵ) + f ≤ S̄A
(ŵ) + f ≤ f + f = 2f.

A.4

Validity

Lemma A.8. If w ∈ Sar , then w ∈ Wbr for some acceptor b.
Proof.
r
w ∈ Sar =⇒ WAa
(w) >

n+f
2

=⇒ WAr (w) >

n+f
2

− f > 0 =⇒ w ∈ Wbr .

Lemma A.9. If w ∈ Dar , then w ∈ Wbr for some acceptor b.
Proof.
(
r
WAa
(w) > n+3f
=⇒ WAr (w) > n+3f
− f > 0 =⇒ w ∈ Wbr , or
r
2
2
w ∈ Da =⇒
r
r
r
SAa
(w) > 2f =⇒ SA
(w) > 2f − f ≥ 0 |=⇒
{z } w ∈ Wb .
Lemma A.8

Lemma A.10. If w ∈ Dar , then w is good.

Proof. Lemma A.9 implies that w ∈ Wbr for some b ∈ A, so by Lemma A.5 w is good.
Corollary A.11 (Validity). If w ∈ Dar , then w is valid.
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A.5

Agreement

r
Lemma A.12. If WAa
(v) >

n+f
2

r
and WAb
(w) >

n+f
,
2

then v = w.

Proof. For (z, d) ∈ {(v, a), (w, b)}, we have
r
r
WCr (z) ≥ WCd
(z) ≥ WAd
(z)−|F| >

n+f
2

−|F| = 12 n+ 12 f − 12 |F|− 12 |F| ≥ 12 n− 21 |F| = 12 |C|.

Lemma A.1 implies that w = v.
Corollary A.13. If v ∈ Sar and w ∈ Sbr for v, w ∈ V, then v = w.
Lemma A.14. If v ∈ Dar and w ∈ Dbr , then w = v.
Proof. For (z, d) ∈ {(v, a), (w, b)}, we have
r
WAd
(z) >

n+3f
2

r
SAd
(z) > 2f.

or

r
The former case obviously implies WAd
′ (z) >

n+f
.
2

In the latter case,

r
r
r
(v) ≥ SAd
(v) − f > 2f − f ≥ 0,
SA
(z) ≥ SCr (z) ≥ SCd
r
hence z ∈ Sdr′ for some acceptor d′ , so WAd
′ (z) >
Lemma A.12.

n+f
2

as well. The assertions follows from

Theorem A.15 (Agreement). If w ∈ Dar and v ∈ Dbs for some s ≤ r, then v = w.
Proof. If s = r, then it follows from Lemma A.14. Otherwise (s < r) from Lemma A.10.

B

Liveness

Lemma B.1. If V is a set variable such that “V ← x” can be executed for at most one
x, then “V ← x” results in x ∈ V .
Proof. The “←” operation is the only way of modifying V , so V ⊆ {x} at any time.
Executing “V ← x” results in V = {x} both if V = ∅ and if V = {x}.
Corollary B.2. If “V ← x” can be executed only if x ∈ U , where V and U are set
variables, then “V ← x” results in x ∈ V .
Corollary B.3. If V is copy of a variable owned by a correct process, then then “V ← x”
results in x ∈ V .
In addition to the normal implication “A =⇒ B”, we introduce three “timed”
ev
d
∆
implications “A =⇒ B”, “A =⇒ B”, and “A =⇒ B”, which all state that A implies
that B will eventually be true.
ev
The first implication (“ =⇒ ”) is used when the delay is caused by waiting for an
ev
r
=⇒ Strongra ). If the network is
enabled action to be executed (e.g., WAa
(w) > n+f
2
timely, we assume that such an implication introduces no delay.
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d

The second implication (“ =⇒ ”) is used when a single message passing is involved. In
this paper, we use it exclusively for reasoning about updating copies of a set variable V
owned by a correct process p:
d

ev

x ∈ V =⇒ Spreadp =⇒ UpdateA

{z }
|=⇒

x ∈ VA

Corollary B.3

If the network is timely, we assume that such an implication introduces a delay smaller
than d. Therefore, when reasoning about the performance, it is sufficient to count the
d
number of “ =⇒ ” operations in the sequence of implications.
∆
Finally, the third implication (“ =⇒ ”) means that the right-hand side will become
true no later than ∆ units of time after the left-hand side, where ∆ is the timeout.

B.1

Proving goodness

sr
.
Lemma B.4. If x ∈ Xcs for c ∈ C, then eventually x ∈ X̄cp
r

Proof. With public-key cryptography:
d

ev

ev

sr
s
s
s
s
sr
x ∈ Xcs =⇒ Signsc |=⇒
{z } hx, Xc iσ ∈ X̂c =⇒ hx, Xc iσ ∈ X̂cpr =⇒ Collectc |=⇒
{z } x ∈ X̄cpr .
Cor. B.2

Cor. B.2

Without public-key cryptography (for any y 6= x):
d

d

s
s
s
s
(y) ≤ XcF
=⇒ XcAp
=⇒ x ∈ XcCp
x ∈ Xcs =⇒ x ∈ XcC
pr (y) ≤ f ≤ 2f,
r
r

so action Collectsr
c can only be applied to x. Therefore,
ev

s
s
s
sr
(x) ≥ n − f > 2f =⇒ Collectsr
(x) ≥ XcCp
=⇒ XcAp
x ∈ XcCp
c
r
r
r
{z } x ∈ X̄cpr .
|=⇒
Lemma B.1

sr
, then eventually ConfirmedrA (x ∈ Xas ).
Lemma B.5. If pr is correct and x ∈ X̄ap
r

Proof. With public-key cryptography:
d

s
sr
s
=⇒ hx, Xas iσ ∈ X̂ap
x ∈ X̄ap
=⇒ hx, Xas iσ ∈ X̂ap
=⇒ ConfirmedrA (x ∈ Xas ).
r
r
rA

Without public-key cryptography:
d

s
s
s
sr
(x) > f =⇒ XaC
(x) > f =⇒
(x) > 2f =⇒ XaCp
=⇒ XaAp
x ∈ X̄ap
r
r
r
s
XaCA
(x) > f =⇒ ConfirmedrA (x ∈ Xas ).

Lemma B.6. If X̄AS ⊆ X̄A′S , then Good[X̄AS ](w) =⇒ Good[X̄A′S ](w).
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Proof. First, note that for any w the assumption implies
X̄AS (w) ≤ X̄A′S (w),

X̄AS (ŵ) ≤ X̄A′S (ŵ).

Hence,
Posss [X̄As ] ⊇ Posss [X̄A′s ],

Accs [X̄As ] ⊆ Accs [X̄A′s ].

The assertion follows from the definition of Good.
Lemma B.7. If X̄C 6= ∅, then |Poss| ≤ 1 and Poss ⊆ Acc.
Proof. S̄C 6= ∅, so S̄A (◦) = S̄C (◦) + S̄F (◦) = S̄F (◦). For any w ∈ PS:
SA (w) ≥ SC (w) ≥ S̄C (w) = S̄A (w)− S̄F (w) ≥ S̄A (w)− S̄F (•) ≥ S̄A (ŵ)− S̄A (◦)− S̄F (•) =
= S̄A (ŵ) − S̄F (◦) − S̄F (•) = S̄A (ŵ) − |F| ≥ S̄A (ŵ) − f > 0,
so there is a ∈ A such that w ∈ Sa . Hence,
W̄C (ŵ) ≥ WC (w) ≥ WCa (w) ≥ WAa (w) − |F| >

n+f
2

− |F|.

The same is true for any w ∈ PW because
W̄C (ŵ) = W̄A (ŵ) − W̄F (ŵ) ≥ W̄A (ŵ) − |F| >

n+f
2

− |F|.

Now, W̄C 6= ∅ =⇒ W̄C (◦) = 0, so for any w ∈ Poss = PW ∪ PS:
W̄C (w) = W̄C (w) + W̄C (◦) = W̄C (ŵ) >

n+f
2

− |F|

≥
|{z}

1
|C|.
2

see Lemma A.12

Lemma A.1 applied to W̄C gives |Poss| ≤ 1. Moreover, Poss ⊆ Acc because
w ∈ Poss =⇒ W̄A (w) ≥ W̄C (w) >

n+f
2

− |F| ≥

n−f
2

> f =⇒ w ∈ Acc.

Lemma B.8. If XCS 6= ∅, then there is w for which Good[XCS ] holds.
Proof. Lemma B.7 implies |PossS | ≤ 1 and PossS ⊆ AccS . If all PossS = ∅, then w =
inputr satisfies Condition (3). Otherwise, Condition (4) is met by the single element w
of Posss , where s < r is the highest possible with Posss 6= ∅.

B.2

Single round with a correct proposer

Let r be a round which has a correct proposer pr and is never frozen. Assuming that all
round s < r have been frozen, we will prove that a decision will eventually be reached at
round r.
Lemma B.9. If every correct acceptor executes Freezes for all s < r, then eventually pr
will execute Proposer .
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Proof.
d

ev

r
Sr
Sr
FreezeSC =⇒ XCS 6= ∅ |=⇒
{z } X̄Cpr 6= ∅ |=⇒
{z } ∃ w : Good[X̄Cpr ](w) =⇒ Propose .
Lemma B.4

Lemma B.8

Lemma B.10. If w ∈ War , then pr has proposed w.
Proof.
w ∈ War =⇒ w ∈ Par

r
|=⇒
{z } w ∈ P .

pr is correct

Lemma B.11. If pr proposes w, then eventually w ∈ Wbr for all acceptors b.
Proof. First, for any x we have
(

sr
x ∈ X̄ap
rb

d

sr
x ∈ X̄ap
r
|=⇒
{z }

Lemma B.5

Confirmedrb (x

∈

)

Xas )

Therefore,





w ∈ P r =⇒

ev

sr
=⇒ Collectsr
ab |=⇒
{z } x ∈ X̄ab .
Cor. B.2





d

=⇒ w ∈ Pbr
d

Sr
Sr

{z } Good[X̄Ab ](w)

 Good[X̄Apr ](w) |=⇒
Lemma B.6

ev

r
=⇒ Weakrb |=⇒
{z } w ∈ Wb .
Cor. B.2

Lemma B.12. If pr proposes w, then every acceptor will decide on w in three communication steps.
Proof. Lemma B.2 for W , S, and D implies
Proposer

d

|=⇒
{z }

d

w ∈ WAr =⇒

Lemma B.11
r
r
w ∈ WCA
=⇒ WAA
(w) ≥ |C| ≥ n − f >

n+f
2

ev

d

r
=⇒ StrongrA =⇒ w ∈ SA
=⇒
ev

r
r
r
w ∈ SCA
=⇒ SAA
(w) ≥ |C| ≥ n − f > 2f =⇒ DeciderA =⇒ w ∈ DA
.

< n acceptors are correct, then
Lemma B.13. If pr proposes w and more than n+3f
2
every acceptor will decide on w in two communication steps.
Proof. Lemma B.2 for W and D implies
Proposer

d

|=⇒
{z }

d

r
r
=⇒ WAA
(w) ≥ |C| >
w ∈ WAr =⇒ w ∈ WCA

Lemma B.11
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n+3f
2

ev

=⇒ DeciderA .

B.3

Whole algorithm

In this section, we assume that the network is eventually timely and the timeout ∆ > 5d.
We will prove that there is a round r at which all acceptors decide. For the sake of
contradiction assume that such a round does not exist. This is equivalent to saying that
DCr (•) ≤ f for all rounds r, because otherwise (for some w)
DCr (•) > f

|=⇒
{z }

Lemma A.14

d

ev

r
r
r
DCr (w) > f =⇒ DAA
(w) > f |=⇒
{z } DecideA =⇒ w ∈ DA ,
Cor. B.2

which contradicts the assumption that not all acceptors decide at round r.

Definition B.14. Let U r ⊆ C be the set of all correct acceptors c that never decide at
round r, that is, for which Dcr always equals ∅.
We have
|U r | = DCr (◦) = |C| − DCr (•) ≥ n − f − f > f.
Definition B.15. Round r has started if for every s < r, more than f correct acceptors
have executed Freezes . We denote the moment when r starts by an artificial action Startr .
Lemma B.16. For every started round r, all acceptors a will eventually execute Freezesa
for all s < r.
Proof.
ev

d

Startr ≡ FreezesC (•) > f =⇒ FreezesAA (•) ≥ FreezesCA (•) > f =⇒ FreezesA .
Lemma B.17. Every round r will eventually start.
Proof. By contradiction. Let r be the lowest round for which Startr is never executed.
For all t < s < r, we have
Starts

d

|=⇒
{z }

d

ev

FreezetA =⇒ FreezetCA =⇒ FreezetAA (•) ≥ |C| ≥ n − f > 2f =⇒

Lemma B.16
∆

ClocksA =⇒ ClocksU s =⇒ FreezesU s =⇒ FreezesC (•) > f =⇒ Startr .

Lemma B.18. Action Clockra cannot be executed before Startr .
Proof. For any s < r:
Clockra =⇒ FreezesAa (•) > 2f =⇒ FreezesC (•) > f ≡ Startr .
Lemma B.19. Round r cannot start earlier than ∆ after all rounds s < r started.
Proof. For any s < r, assume round s started at time ts . Lemma B.18 states that for no
acceptor a can Clocksa be executed before time ts . Thus, no correct acceptor a executes
Freezera before ts + ∆, which proves the assertion.
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Theorem B.20 (Termination). There is a round r, in which all correct acceptors decide.
Proof. Lemmas B.17 and B.19 imply that there is r0 such that the network stabilizes
before round r0 starts. Let r ≥ r0 be a round with a correct proposer. Consider a
modified algorithm, in which round r cannot be frozen. Thus, for every s < r,
Startr

d

|=⇒
{z }

Lemma B.16

d

d

d

d

r
r
FreezesA |=⇒
{z } Propose |=⇒ =⇒
{z =⇒} DecideA .
Lemma B.9

Lemma B.12

Assuming that round r starts at time t, the above series of implications shows that
the the modified algorithm decides by t + 5d. Lemma B.18 implies that round r will
not be frozen before t + ∆ > t + 5d. The assertion holds because modified algorithm is
indistinguishable from the original one until then.
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